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Abstract. This paper addresses the issue of expert finding in a social network.
The task of expert finding, as one of the most important research issues in
social networks, is aimed at identifying persons with relevant expertise or
experience for a given topic. In this paper, we propose a propagation-based
approach that takes into consideration of both person local information and
network information (e.g. relationships between persons). Experimental results
show that our approach can outperform the baseline approach.

1. Introduction
Expert finding is one of the most important subjects for mining from (web-based)
social networks. The task of expert finding is aimed at identifying persons with
relevant expertise or experience for a given topic.
Several research efforts have been made for expert finding. However previous
works usually studied the person local information and relationships separately and
combined them in an ad-hoc approach. For example, Campbell et al. [3] have
investigated the issue of expert finding in an email network. They utilize the link
between authors and receivers of emails to improve the expert finding result. Link
structure-based algorithms, for example PageRank [7] and HITS [6], can be used to
analyze the relationships in a social network, which might improve the performance
of expert finding. However, both PageRank and HITS have a common problem: topic
drift, which makes the most in-links in the network tend to dominate [8].
Many approaches focus on finding the experts from the Web. For example, Balog
et al. view the task of expert finding as that of information retrieval [1]. They propose
using two language models to search experts on the Web. TREC’2005 and
TREC’2006 have provided a common platform for researchers to empirically assess
methods and techniques devised for expert finding. However the number of candidate
experts is limited, for example only 1092 in TREC’2005, while in a network everyone
can be the candidate, thus the number of candidate experts is up to millions. In
addition, in the Web only unstructured data is available, the candidates’ names and
the topics are presented as keywords in the plain texts, while a social network
contains not only person local information but also complex relationships.
In this paper, our focus is how to make use of person local information and
relationships between persons in a unified approach. We proposed a propagationbased approach for finding expert in a social network. The approach consists of two

steps. In the first step, we make use of person local information to estimate an initial
expert score for each person and select the top ranked persons as candidates. The
selected persons are used to construct a sub-graph. In the second step, we propose a
propagation-based approach, which propagates one’s expert score to the persons with
whom he/she has relationships.
We use an academic researcher network as the experimental data, which is built
automatically using information extraction approaches [9]. In the network, a person
can have different types of information: person profile, contact information, and
publications/documents. The relationship in the network is coauthor. In total, we
gathered 448,289 persons and created 2,413,208 coauthor relationships between them.
We also collected 725,655 publications of the researchers into the network.

2. Expert Finding in A Social Network
Expert finding addresses the task of finding the right persons with the appropriate
skills and knowledge: “Who are the experts on topic X?”
Formally, a social network can be defined as a graph G = (V, E), where v∈V
represents a person in the social network and etij∈E represents a relationship with
type t between persons vi and vj. (t can be, for example, coauthor or colleague) The
task of expert finding is defined as: given a query topic q, it is to find a subset of the
persons from the social network and return them in a ranked list.

Fig. 1. An example of academic researcher network

Figure 1 shows a snippet of the academic researcher network. In the network, each
person has several types of local information, for example, personal profile, contact
information, and publications. Two persons can have relationships with each other.
The relationship can be directional or bi-directional. In Figure 1, “Jie Tang” has one
out-relationship (i.e. a supervised_by relationship with “Prof. Wang”) and four bidirectional relationships (e.g. a coauthor relationship with “Mingcai Hong”). Two
persons in the social network may have more than one relationship, for example, “Jie
Tang” and “Prof. Wang” have two relationships, supervised_by and coauthor.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to expert finding in a social network
which takes into consideration of not only person local information but also
relationships between persons. It consists of two steps, Initialization and Propagation.
In Initialization, we use the person local information to calculate an initial expert
score for each person. The basic idea in this stage is that if a person has authored
many documents on a topic or if the person’s name co-occurs in many times with the
topic, then it is likely that he/she is a candidate expert on the topic. Our strategy for
calculating the initial expert scores is based on the probabilistic information retrieval
model. For a person, we first create a ‘document’ d by combining all his/her person
local information. We estimate a probabilistic model for each ‘document’ and use the
model to calculate the relevance score of the ‘document’ to a topic. The score is then
viewed as the initial expert score of the person.
In Propagation, we make use of relationships between persons to improve the
accuracy of expert finding. The basic idea here is that if a person knows many experts
on a topic or if the person’s name co-occurs in many times with another expert, then it
is likely that he/she is an expert on the topic. Based on the propagation theory [5], we
propose a propagation-base approach.
We view the social network as a graph. In the graph, we assign a weight on each
edge to indicate how well the expert score of a person propagates to its neighbors and
back. These so-called propagation coefficients range from 0 to 1 inclusively and can
be computed in many different ways.
In general, the expert score s(vi)i+1 is computed from s(vi)i as follows
(normalization is omitted for clarity):
s (vi ) n +1 = s (vi ) n + ∑ ∑ w((v j , vi ), e) s (v j ) n
(1)
v j ∈U e∈R ji

where w((vj, vi), e) represents the propagation coefficient and e∈Rji is one kind of
relationship from the person vj to vi; U stands for all neighboring nodes to vi in the
graph and Rji stands for all relationships from the person vj to vi.
The approach runs in iterations. After propagation in each iteration, all expert
scores are normalized, i.e., divided by the maximal expert score of current iteration.
So far, we define the terminal conditions as: if the maximal change of the expert score
is below a predefined threshold ε for some n>0 or the iteration times exceed a
predefined number (defined as 100 in our experiments), then stop the propagation.
The approach has good convergence property. We omitted the proof due to the
space limitation.

3. Experimental Results
To evaluate our proposed approach, we collected 13 test sets, each of which consists
of a topic and a list of experts (http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/project/PSN/dataset.html). We
defined a baseline approach (called Baseline hereafter) for expert finding using only
person local information.
We carried out the experiments as follows. We first created a ‘document’ for each
person by combining all of his/her person local information. Given a topic, we use the
traditional probabilistic IR method to estimate the relevance score of a ‘document’ to

the topic as the initial expert scores for the second stage of our approach, at the same
time as the final score in Baseline. Next, we conducted propagation in the graph to
update the expert score of each person based on the equation (1) (the convergence
threshold ε is set as 0.025). Finally, we outputted the ranked persons as results.
We evaluated the found results in terms of the Precision@5, Precision@10,
Precision@20, Precision@30, R- Prec, mean average precision (MAP), and bpref [2]
[4]. Table 2 shows the experimental results on the 13 topics.
Table 1. The average expert search result of 13 topics with the runs from two approaches (%)
Approach Precision@5 Precision@10 Precision@20 Precision@30 R-prec MAP bpref
Baseline
46.15
38.00
35.80
32.82
34.60 9.73 13.64
Our Approach
61.54
48.00
40.40
36.15
37.82 11.03 16.11

From the evaluation results, we can see that our approach significantly outperforms
Baseline in terms of all evaluation measures, which indicates that the relationships
can be very useful for finding experts in a social network.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a propagation-based approach to expert finding in a social
network. The approach takes into consideration of both person local information and
relationships. Experimental results show that the proposed approach performs better
than the baseline.
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